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Abstract 

We compared the psychometric properties of COMPI Fertility Problem Stress 

Scales (COMPI-FPSS), Fertility Problem Inventory (FPI) and Fertility Quality of Life 

Tool (FertiQoL) in 293 patients enrolled for assisted reproductive technology. COMPI-

FPSS and FPI subscales presented higher internal consistency. COMPI-FPSS 

differentiated best between its domains. FPI revealed better concurrent validity. 

FertiQoL presented better fit. While discrimination for depression was similar between 

measures, FertiQoL was better at discriminating anxiety. Results suggest that while all 

compared measures are reliable and valid in assessing the psychosocial adjustment to 

infertility, the choice of measure should be based according to the assessment goals. 

 

Keywords: 

Infertility, psychosocial adjustment, infertility-specific measures, psychometrics, 

reliability and validity  
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Introduction 

Infertility affects about 9% of couples in reproductive age (Boivin et al., 2007). 

The impact of an infertility diagnosis has been associated with high emotional burden 

(Luk and Loke, 2015), which can persist even when a pregnancy is achieved (HaCohen 

et al., 2016). Evidence showed that ≅34%-47% of fertility treatment patients are at risk 

of maladjustment (Lopes et al., 2014; Verhaak et al., 2010), who sometimes feel 

embarrassed seeking help and support (Hanna and Gough, 2016). While measures of 

general psychological adjustment (e.g., anxiety, depression) have been used initially to 

assess the impact associated with this challenge (Emery et al., 2003; Salvatore et al., 

2001; Slade et al., 1997; Smeenk et al., 2001), some authors claimed that the use of 

general psychological instruments may not capture the specific experience of infertility 

(Boivin, 2003; Greil et al., 2016; Schmidt, 2009). This has stimulated the development 

of more than 10 self-report measures assessing infertility psychosocial adjustment (see 

reviews of Gourounti et al., 2010; Martins et al., 2016), the most used being the COMPI 

Fertility Problem Stress Scales (COMPI-FPSS, Schmidt, 2006; Schmidt, Holstein, et al., 

2005), the Fertility Problem Inventory (FPI, Newton et al., 1999) and the Fertility 

Quality of Life Tool (FertiQoL, Boivin et al., 2011). 

These three measures were recently identified as important tools in screening for 

fertility treatment adjustment (ESHRE Psychology and Counseling Guideline 

Development Group, 2015). Research using these measures has provided significant 

contributions to the literature concerning gender differences (Chachamovich et al., 

2009; Peterson et al., 2003; Peterson, CR Newton, et al., 2006; Schmidt et al., 2003; 

Slade et al., 2007),  the predicting roles of coping strategies and social support (Keramat 

et al., 2014; Martins et al., 2011, 2013; Peterson, C Newton, et al., 2006; Schmidt, 
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Holstein, et al., 2005) and the effect infertility-stress on marital satisfaction (Gana and 

Jakubowska, 2016).  

Investigating the psychometric properties of instruments to measure infertility-

specific adjustment has been considered a research priority (Greil, 1997; Schmidt, 

2009), the main goal being to determine clinical usefulness (e.g., identifying clinical 

cutoffs). This would help clinicians to correctly detect patients who are vulnerable to 

maladjustment and emotional problems, and refer them to counseling or psychotherapy, 

with targeted priority domains of intervention (Boivin et al., 2011; ESHRE Psychology 

and Counseling Guideline Development Group, 2015; Verhaak et al., 2010). Given that 

the literature has shown that an optimal adaptation to the emotional consequences of 

infertility and its treatments might contribute to lower drop-out (e.g, Eisenberg et al., 

2010; Verberg et al., 2008), and better treatment outcomes (Klonoff-Cohen et al., 2001; 

Lancastle and Boivin, 2005), this early detection is crucial. Clinical usefulness requires 

the examination of reliability, validity, factor structure (Byrne, 1998; Streiner and 

Norman, 1995, 2008), and determination of cutoffs. Although some of these properties 

have previously been investigated separately for all three measures (Aarts et al., 2011; 

Boivin et al., 2011; Donarelli et al., 2016; Hsu et al., 2013; Melo et al., 2012; Moura-

Ramos et al., 2012), their psychometric properties and ability to discriminate clinically 

significant emotional problems have not yet been compared in the same sample.  

The present study explores the COMPI-FPSS, the FertiQoL and the FPI factorial 

structure, convergent and concurrent validity, and reliabilities in a cross-sectional 

sample of patients seeking fertility treatment. Furthermore, the ability of these three 

measures to discriminate clinically relevant depression and anxiety was tested. By 

eliminating differences in sample characteristics and conducting thorough statistical 

analyses for all measures, it is hoped that future researchers and clinicians will have 
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accurate information concerning the properties of the three measures on which to base 

their selection.  

 

Methods 

Participants and Procedure 

From November 2010 through July 2012, 651 women and their partners (n=1302) 

attending three Danish fertility clinics received a mailed invitation to participate and 

383 agreed. Then, 90 were excluded for not meeting the following eligibility criteria: a) 

enrollment for in-vitro fertilization (IVF) or intra-cytoplasmatic sperm injection (ICSI), 

b) being married or partnered, c) being between 18 and 45 years old, c) not previously 

diagnosed with pre-implantation genetic diagnosis d) ability to understand and write 

Danish. The final sample had 293 subjects (161 women, 132 men). Participants 

completed all questionnaires at the same time point. Participants had a 

marriage/cohabitation length of 5.1 years (SD=1.10), and 52.2% had already undergone 

1 cycle of IVF/ICSI. On average, patients had been trying to conceive for 2.52 years 

(SD=1.20). No statistically significant differences in reproductive characteristics were 

observed between those who accepted to participate in the study and non-responders 

(data not shown). 

This study was approved by the Danish Regional Ethical Committee and the 

Danish Data Protection Agency.  Permission to use the instruments was obtained from 

the authors of the FPI and COMPI-FPSS. The FertiQoL is freely available at its 

website. 

Measures 

Socio-demographical data and reproductive characteristics were obtained through 

questionnaires and medical records. 
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The COMPI Fertility Problem Stress Scales (Schmidt, 2006; COMPI-FPSS, 

Schmidt, Holstein, et al., 2005) was originally developed to the Danish population and 

includes 14 items assessing the impact of infertility on Personal, Social, and Marital 

domains (e.g., My life has been disrupted because of this fertility problem). Items are 

based on four or five-point Likert scales, with higher scores indicating higher stress. 

Internal consistencies are shown in Supplementary file, Table 1. 

The Fertility Problem Inventory (FPI, Newton et al., 1999) assesses infertility-

related stress, producing a total and five subscale scores: Relationship concern, Social 

concern, Sexual concern, Rejection of a child-free lifestyle and Need for parenthood. 

The 46 FPI items (e.g., I feel empty because of our fertility problem) are scored on a 6-

point Likert scale, with higher scores indicating higher infertility-related stress. The FPI 

was translated into Danish and back-translated by an English native speaker, leading to 

minor adjustments. Cronbach’s alpha values are shown in Supplementary file, Table 2. 

The Fertility Quality of Life Tool (FertiQoL; Boivin et al., 2011) was developed to 

assess QoL in women and men experiencing fertility problems, and is available in 

several languages including Danish (see Fertility Quality of Life tool, 2016 retrieved 

from http://sites.cardiff.ac.uk/fertiqol/download/). The measure is organized in two 

modules: Core FertiQoL and Optional Treatment FertiQoL. The Core FertiQoL includes 

4 subscales: Emotional, Mind/body, Relational, and Social (e.g., Do you feel sad and 

depressed about your fertility problems?). The Optional Treatment FertiQoL module 

has 2 subscales: Environment and treatment Tolerability. Each question is rated on a 4-

point Likert scale with higher scores indicating more favorable QoL.  Internal 

consistencies are shown in Supplementary file, Table 3. 

Depressive symptoms were assessed with the Beck Depression Inventory II (Beck 

et al., 1996; Christensen et al., 2009; Zachariae et al., 2004) which is composed of 21 
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items scored between 0 and 3. Higher scores indicate higher depressive symptoms. 

Internal consistency was .91 in the present sample.  

State anxiety was assessed through the State Trait Anxiety Inventory - Form Y 

(Spielberger et al., 1983; Zachariae et al., 2001). This subscale has 20 items measuring 

anxiety at the moment of response in a 4-point Likert scale, with higher scores 

indicating higher state anxiety symptoms. Internal consistency was .94 in the present 

sample. 

Statistical analysis 

Descriptive statistics, reliability indices and correlations were calculated using 

IBM SPSS, Version 19. Reliability was measured through internal consistency (values 

≥.70 considered acceptable (Streiner and Norman, 2008) and individual item analyses 

(reliability if item deleted). Convergent and concurrent validity were analyzed through 

correlations between the three infertility-specific measures and between each scale and 

generalized psychological adjustment measures BDI-II and STAI-State. Correlations 

were considered strong if ≥.70; moderate between .40 and .69; and weak ≤.39. Overlap 

of constructs was considered if r>.85 (Kenny, 1979). 

Factor validity was evaluated through confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) using 

AMOS 19 with maximum likelihood estimation. In contrast to exploratory factor 

analysis, CFA is more appropriate for testing established theories and minimizing the 

role of chance (Byrne, 1998). Patients with missing values were excluded from the 

respective CFAs (one from COMPI-FPSS, six from FPI, one from FertiQoL). To 

improve structural validity, items were removed if elimination resulted in substantial 

increase in the subscale alpha, factor loading was below .40, or correlations with other 

factors were high (Kahn, 2006). Three comparative fit indices were appraised to test 

goodness of fit: X2 statistics, Comparative Fix Index (CFI) and Root Mean Square Error 
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of Approximation (RMSEA). We followed Hooper et al.´s (Hooper et al., 2008) 

guidelines for goodness of fit: χ2/d.f. <5; RMSEA≤.07 , and CFI≥.95. 

A receiver-operator characteristic (ROC) analysis using MedCalc (version 16.2) 

was performed to assess discriminative validity, with anxiety and depression as 

categorical variables (cutoff values: BDI>13 (Beck et al., 1996); STAI-state ≥40 

(Cochrane et al., 2011; Frasure-Smith et al., 1995)).  To conduct the ROC analysis, 

FertiQoL was recoded to yield scores in the same direction as in the two remaining 

measures. First, the Youden index (calculated by the formula sensitivity + specificity -1, 

(Youden, 1950)) was used to determine each measure cut-off score. The Area Under the 

Curves (AUC) was used to evaluate the accuracy of the three measures (excellent:>.90, 

good:.90-.80, fair:.70-.79 and poor:.60-.69 (Hosmer and Lemeshow, 2000)). This area 

represents the probability of correctly distinguishing a randomly chosen case from a 

randomly chosen non-case based on the screening scales (Kessler et al., 2002). Then, 

pairwise comparisons were performed to compare the overall performance of the three 

measures in distinguishing patients with and without clinically relevant depression and 

state anxiety. 

Results 

Descriptive statistics  

Table 1 presents mean values, standard deviations and inter-correlations among 

the three measures. Correlations between the COMPI-FPSS subscales were moderate. 

In the FPI, Sexual and Relationship concerns were moderately inter-correlated, but were 

both weakly correlated with Rejection of Childfree-lifestyle and Need for Parenthood, 

which in turn were strongly inter-correlated. Moderate correlations were found between 

Social concern and the remaining four subscales. Correlations between FertiQoL 

subscales showed more variation, with strong correlations between the FertiQoL 
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Emotional, Mind/body and Social subscales and weak correlations between the 

Relational subscale and remaining subscales. While the subscale assessing Environment 

was also weakly correlated with the other subscales, the Tolerability subscale was 

strongly associated to the Emotional and Mind/Body subscales, and weakly to the 

Relationship and Environment subscales, with a moderate association observed only 

with the Social subscale.  

[Insert Table 1 here] 

Reliability 

Estimates for the total scale and subscales of the COMPI-FPSS were acceptable to good 

(Cronbach’s alphas between .73 and .89, Supplementary file, Table 1). Eight items were 

removed from the FPI and three items were removed from the FertiQoL due to 

individual item reliability analysis (see Supplementary file, Table 2 and 3). After 

removing these items and six more with factor loadings below .40, internal consistency 

increased in both measures, with estimates for the FPI total scale and subscales now 

being good to excellent (.81 to .93). The FertiQoL revealed excellent internal 

consistency for the total score (.91), but some subscales exhibited lower values (e.g., 

FertiQoL Tolerability, α=.54).  

Factor Structure 

A first-order model and a second-order model were tested for each measure. 

Additionally, an alternative factor structure proposed by Moura-Ramos, Gameiro and 

Canavarro (2012) was tested for the FPI (Supplementary file, Table 4). We retained the 

FertiQoL authors' theoretical original structure for the second-order model, with four 

main and two optional factors separately loading on a ‘core’ factor and a ‘treatment’ 

factor, respectively, and these two latent variables loading on a general factor. 
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Analyses of the COMPI-FPSS revealed that both first-order and second-order 

models improved after adding two paths to show covariance between the error terms of 

the Personal subscale. The first-order model CFA yielded acceptable fit indices, while 

the second-order model showed poor fit. The chi-square difference test confirmed that 

the first-order model had significantly better fit (Δχ2=42.59; Δdf =1; p<.001). 

Standardized factor loadings of the 14 items (Supplementary file, Table 1) and 

standardized correlations among the three factors were statistically significant (p<.001). 

Eight FPI items were removed and substantially increased alpha values in both 

models (Supplementary file, Table 2). By performing random parceling to decrease 

models' complexity (Little et al., 2002), model fit  improved for all models. The first-

order model showed a better fit than the second-order model (Δχ2=73; Δdf =5; p<.001) 

and Moura-Ramos et al.’s (2012) proposal, (Δχ2=11.61; Δdf =4; p<.05). Standardized 

factor loadings of each of the 13 parcels in the final model and standardized correlations 

between the five factors were all significant (p<.001). 

FertiQoL had nine items removed (see Supplementary file, Table 3). The final 

models had 25 items, and we retained the authors' theoretical original structure for the 

second-order model, with four main and two optional factors separately loading on a 

‘core’ factor and a ‘treatment’ factor, respectively, and these two latent variables 

loading on a general factor both showed acceptable fit indices, but the higher-order 

model showing poorer fit than the first-order model (Δχ2=43.32; Δdf=8; p<.001). 

Standardized factor loadings and correlations between the six factors were statistically 

significant (p<.001), except for associations between the Environment subscale with the 

Emotional, Mind/body, Social, and Tolerability subscales. 

Convergent and concurrent validity 
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The three infertility-specific measures were highly correlated (p<.001), which 

indicates good convergent validity between COMPI-FPSS and FPI: .76; FPI and 

FertiQoL: -.76; COMPI-FPSS and FertiQoL: -.83. 

Concurrent validity for COMPI-FPSS and FPI was supported by moderated 

correlations in the expected direction with both depression (.66 and .65, respectively) 

and state-anxiety (.60 and .59). Stronger correlations were found between FertiQoL total 

scores and both depression (-.76) and anxiety (-.73).  

Discriminative validity  

The Youden index indicated that  the best sensitivity and specificity cut-off 

score points in distinguishing clinically relevant depression were 18 for the COMPI-

FPSS (Youden =.55; sensitivity 81%; specificity 73%), 116 for the FPI (Youden =.54; 

sensitivity 88%; specificity 66%), and 71 for the FertiQoL (Youden =.60; sensitivity 

87%; specificity 72%). In discriminating clinically relevant depression, all three scales 

revealed good AUC indexes (COMPI-FPSS: .85 (95%CI:.80-.89); FPI: .84 (95%CI:.79-

.88); FertiQoL: .87 (95%CI:.83-.91)). The statistical pairwise comparison of diagnostic 

AUCs showed no differences in the performance between the three measures 

discriminating depression (p>.05).   

In distinguishing patients with and without clinically relevant anxiety, the 

Youden index indicated the best sensitivity and specificity cut-off score points were 15 

for COMPI-FPSS (Youden index =.37; sensitivity 75%; specificity 61%), 124 for FPI 

(Youden index =.44; sensitivity .71%;  specificity 74%) and 71 for FertiQoL (Youden 

index=.51, sensitivity 78%; specificity 73%). The AUC was .75 (95%CI:.69-.80) for the 

COMPI-FPSS, .76 (95%CI:.71-.81) for the FPI and .82 (95%CI:.78-.87) for the 

FertiQoL. Pairwise comparison of ROC curves revealed that FertiQoL has significantly 
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better diagnostic performance than COMPI-FPSS (z=4.07; p<.001) and FPI (z=2.73; 

p=.006).  The performance of COMPI-FPSS and FPI were similar (p=.63).  

 

 Discussion 

This was the first study to evaluate and compare the psychometric properties of 

three infertility-specific measures: COMPI-FPSS, FPI, and FertiQoL.  

All three measures and respective subscales presented good reliability indexes 

given the proposed factorial structures. The FertiQoL Relational and Tolerability 

subscales were the exceptions, but low alphas can be attributed to removal of items to 

increase reliability and validity (Briggs and Cheek, 1986; Pallant, 2010).  These results 

are consistent with previous studies showing acceptable to good internal consistency for 

the FertiQoL subscales (Aarts et al., 2011; Boivin et al., 2011; Melo et al., 2012), and 

good consistency for COMPI-FPSS (Schmidt et al., 2003; Schmidt, Christensen, et al., 

2005; Schmidt, Holstein, et al., 2005) and FPI (Martins et al., 2011; Moura-Ramos et 

al., 2012; Newton et al., 1999). 

While the factorial structure of COMPI-FPSS was confirmed with acceptable fit, 

several modifications were necessary for FPI and FertiQoL to achieve acceptable fit. 

Given that COMPI-FPSS was constructed in a Danish population and based on input 

from Danish couples, it is possible that the items removed in FertiQoL and FPI are 

related to cultural validation issues, suggesting that certain items may not be 

generalizable across cultures. For example, the removal of the items “Family members 

don´t seem to treat us any differently” (FPI) and “Do you feel social pressure on you to 

have children?” (FertiQoL) might be due to a low social pressure to have children in 

Denmark compared to other cultures. Besides the fact that the majority of Danish 

patients discloses the fertility problem to their support network (Schmidt, Holstein, et 
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al., 2005), other social circumstances that reduce the social pressure to have children 

might be the high expectations for adults to take part in the labor force irrespective of 

parenthood, and the high rate of childless fifty-year old men (12,5%) and women (21%) 

(Statistics Denmark, 2015). 

 The FertiQoL factorial structure revealed excellent goodness of fit. However, the 

fact that the optional Tolerability subscale was only weakly correlated with the optional 

Environment subscale but strongly correlated with the Emotional and the Mind/body 

subscales suggests that some constructs might be not as well defined as others. As for 

the FPI, even though the strong association between Rejection of childfree-lifestyle and 

Need for parenthood could support the inclusion of a higher-order ‘representation about 

the importance of parenthood’ factor suggested by Moura-Ramos et al. (2012), and  

Donarelli et al. (2015), the second-order model did not show good fit. Further research 

exploring alternative factor structures while comparing different cultural samples is 

needed to clarify these relationships.  

Significant and strong associations between the three infertility-specific measures 

supported convergent validity. Although there was no overlap of constructs following 

the .85 threshold (Kenny, 1979),  high associations between COMPI-FPSS and 

FertiQoL suggest that there could be some overlap between the constructs of infertility-

related stress and fertility QoL. The high correlations between COMPI-FPSS Personal 

stress and FertiQoL Emotional, Mind/body, Social and FPI Social concern highlight the 

common aspects evaluated by all three measures, such as the physical, emotional and 

social consequences of facing fertility problems. Concurrent validity was also found in 

all three scales, with results revealing FPI and COMPI-FPSS as more discriminant 

measures than FertiQoL comparing with depression and state anxiety. Nevertheless, 

some studies have found only moderate correlations between FertiQoL and other 
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instruments of general distress, such as the Brief Symptom Inventory (BSI; Derogatis, 

2000) (Melo et al., 2012) and the HADS (Aarts et al., 2011). The three measures were 

similarly good in discriminating patients with and without clinically relevant 

depression. Concerning the ability to discriminate infertile patients with or without 

clinically relevant state anxiety, FertiQoL was the only measure showing good 

performance, with the remaining two showing fair performance (AUCs below .80). The 

FertiQoL was able to correctly identified 79% of patients with clinical state anxiety and 

73% of non-anxious patients.  

When choosing which instrument to use in a given research or clinical setting, 

psychometric results found in the present study should be taken into consideration, with 

the choice of the appropriate measure depending on the clinician or researcher’s goals. 

The COMPI-FPSS offers a practical advantage compared with FPI and FertiQoL 

because it has considerably less items and has three interrelated but independent 

domains of infertility-related stress. It is a quick and easy to complete self-report 

measure which patients can fill throughout demanding treatment stages, putting minimal 

burden on the patients. However, other areas affected by fertility problems are not 

covered by this measure. If the goal of a given scholar or fertility counselor is to assess 

long-term infertile patients’ decision-making, FPI might be a better choice considering 

convergent validity findings. Given that women with persistent desire for parenthood 

seem to experience poor psychological adjustment five years after unsuccessful 

treatment (ESHRE Psychology and Counseling Guideline Development Group, 2015), 

Rejection of childfree-lifestyle and Need for parenthood subscales can be useful to 

assess patients’ perceptions on treatment ending and alternative options to parenthood. 

If the interest lies in investigating how patients tolerate treatment, the optional FertiQoL 

Environment and Tolerability subscales are unique in assessing this aspect. 
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Additionally, all three measures seem good at discriminating patients with and without 

clinically relevant depression. However the FertiQoL was the best in discriminating 

anxiety and might be useful as a screening tool to identify patients in need for 

psychological support.  

This study has some strengths that should be highlighted. To the best of our 

knowledge, this is the first work to extensively compare three fertility-specific 

psychosocial measures in a sample of patients seeking fertility treatment. Besides 

advancing knowledge on infertility-related measures psychometric properties, our 

findings revealed cut-off points to identify patients with clinically relevant depression 

and state anxiety. Both the sample size and the statistical procedures could assure 

reliability of results. 

Limitations also need to be addressed. First, these self-reported measures were 

analyzed in a sample of patients seeking treatment who had already received an 

infertility diagnosis. Perceptions on the psychosocial impact of fertility problems may 

be different for couples who are not seeking treatment (e.g., worry about being 

diagnosed as infertile, Bunting and Boivin, 2007), and the diagnosis can either appease 

or raise more concerns on a couple (e.g., achieving the desired result, Klonoff-Cohen 

and Natarajan, 2004). Second, the results of the present study could be culturally biased. 

The COMPI-FPSS was developed in a Danish population. This could, for example, 

explain the better differentiation between subscales in this measure, compared to the 

remaining two (translated into Danish). It should be noted, however, that seven of the 

16 items of COMPI-FPSS were adapted from the Fertility Problem Inventory developed 

in a US context (Abbey et al., 1991).  Third, as Cronbach’s alpha is highly dependent on 

the number of items (Briggs and Cheek, 1986; Pallant, 2010), the between-measures 

comparability of internal consistencies could have been affected. However, it could be 
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noted here that the similarity of some items formulations in COMPI-FPSS could also 

introduce some bias in the alphas scores. Fourth, because assessment was not repeated, 

test-retest reliability and responsiveness were not evaluated. Since evidence  suggest 

that infertility-stress increases during the waiting phase of a pregnancy test (Boivin et 

al., 1998), this is an important point in the assessment of validity of fertility-specific 

adjustment measures. Finally, this study had a significant attrition rate, which could be 

explained by the fact that the invitation letter was mailed only women, and hence if they 

decided to ignore it the chance that their partners would receive the invitation or reply 

becomes low. Furthermore, because infertility is a shared stressor, it would be important 

to study the psychometric characteristics of these three measures using a dyadic strategy 

analysis.  

Future studies looking at the psychometric properties of these measures should 

therefore attempt to assess responsiveness and predictive validity to compare the 

capability of these measures in detecting changes in fertility-specific adjustment over 

time, and in predicting important consequences such as depression after a failed cycle or 

post-partum depression. Further research is also needed to test the cross-cultural validity 

and investigate the patient acceptable symptom state (PASS) for these three measures. 

The PASS gives clinicians and researchers a cut-off representing the highest level of 

symptomatology in which patients consider themselves well (Kvien et al., 2007), which 

would allow clinicians to better discriminate if the strain reported by a patient in a 

particular questionnaire is indicative of a need for psychological support. 
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Table 1. Correlations between Total Scores and Respective Subscales, means and standardized values of the Modified COMPI-FPSS, FPI, FertiQoL, and BDI-II and STAI-State. 

 
FPSS 

Soc 

FPSS 

Mar 

FPSS 

Per 

FPSS 

total 

FPI 

Soc 

FPI 

Sex 

FPI 

Rel 

FPI 

Rcl 

FPI 

Nfp 

FPI 

total 

FQoL 

Emo 

FQoL 

M/B 

FQoL 

Rel 

FQoL 

Soc 

FQoL 

Env 

FQoL 

Tol 

FQoL 

total 

BDI 

total 

STAI 

State 

FPSS 

Soc 

-                   

FPSS 

Mar 

.44** -                  

FPSS 

Per 

.67** .44** -                 

FPSS 

total 

.83** .72** .91** -                

FPI Soc .66** .38** .80** .77** -               

FPI Sex .44** .48** .53** .59** .55** -              

FPI Rel .32** .57** .38** .50** .41** .44** -             

FPI Rcl  .32** .24** .46** .43** .42** .30** .19** -            

FPI Nfp .36** .26** .55** .50** .54** .35** .27** .72** -           

FPI 

total 

.57** .50** .75** .76** .82** .67** .60** .73** .83** -          

FQoL 

Emo 

-.58** -.44** -.85** -.80** -.73** -.51** -.43** -.50** -.59** -.76** -         

FQoL 

M/B 

-.52** -.42** -.77** -.73** -.61** -.53** -.39** -.44** -.50** -.67** .75** -        

FQoL 

Rel 

-.27** -.66** -.29** -.47** -.31** -.52** -.62** -.12 -.11 -.42** .31** .34** -       
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FQoL 

Soc 

-.63** -.40** -.77** -.76** -.73** -.52** -.41** -.48** -.49** -.72** .78** .77** .33** -      

FQoL 

Env 

-.15* -.27** -.07 -.18** -.08** -.09 -.36** -.07 -.03 -.16** .17** .16** .33** .17** -     

FQoL 

Tol 

-.42** -.40** -.64** -.62** -.50** -.36** -.35** -.29** -.35** -.51** .67* .66** .27** .59** .14* -    

FQoL 

total 

-.60** -.57** -.82** -.83** -.70** -.58** -.56** .47** -.51** -.76** .89** .88** .54** .85** .42** .73** -   

BDI 

total 

.48** .38** .70** .66** .57** .56** .42** .42** .46** .65** -.72** -.77** -.32** -.70** -.09 -.56** -.76** -  

STAI 

State 

.43** .35** .64** .60** .52** .50** .42** .34** .41** .59** -.69** -.73** -.30** -.65** -.14* -.54** -.73** .86** - 

Mean 

(SD)  

2.65 

(2.78) 

4.66 

(3.09) 

9.09 

(4.99) 

16.40 

(2.78) 

24.17 

(10.29) 

11.59 

(5.94) 

18.47 

(7.66) 

23.35 

(8.00) 

40.29 

(10.49) 

117.87 

(31.49) 

14.99 

(5.39) 

14.61 

(5.04) 

12.41 

(2.56) 

9.48 

(2.47) 

5.27 

(1.69) 

11.34 

(3.09) 

71.10 

(15.25) 

10.05 

(8.55) 

68.00 

(10.92) 

Note. ** P<0.001;  * P<0.05. FPSS Soc, Social domain; FPSS Mar, Marital domain; FPSS Per, Personal domain; FPSS total, Fertility problem stress scales total score.  FPI Soc, Social concern; FPI Sex, Sexual 

concern; FPI Rel, Relational concern; FPI Rcl, Rejection of a childfree-lifestyle; FPI Nfp, Need for parenthood; FPI total, Fertility Problem inventory  total core. FQoL Emo, Emotional subscale; FQoL M/B, Mind-

body subscale; FQoL Rel, Relational subscale; FQoL Soc, Social subscale; FQoL Env, Environment subscale; FQoL Tol, Tolerability subscale; FQoL total, Fertility quality of life total score. BDI total, Beck 

Depression Inventory total score.  STAI State, State anxiety subscale. 


